I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding domain and domain wall properties is critical in the study of functional properties of ferroelectric materials, because it has been determined experimentally that $70% of the dielectric and piezoelectric contributions in some ferroelectric materials can be attributed to domain related activities.
1,2 Extended Landau-Ginzburg theory is very powerful in describing domain structures and domain walls. Because its expansion coefficients can be directly determined from macroscopically measurable quantities, it can be used to quantitatively describe domain wall properties. 3, 4 By adding a relaxation time evolution process, the model becomes the so called time dependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) model, which can simulate domain evolution process from a quenched high temperature state and also demonstrate possible 2-D and 3-D domain patterns in ferroelectric systems. [5] [6] [7] [8] In all previous studied situations, domain walls are all charge neutral walls because charged domain walls will be eliminated during the energy minimization process.
There is a long standing question about the mechanism of extrinsic contributions in PZT ceramics. With only 2%-3% Nb 5þ doping, the piezoelectric properties can be doubled. The general hand waving argument is that the charged defects would interact with domain walls to produce much enhanced extrinsic contributions. However, how such small amounts of charged defects mobilize domain walls in the whole body is still physically unclear.
It was found using electron holography that charged defects, i.e., oxygen vacancies aggregate in 90 domain walls in BaTiO 3 . 9 Therefore, it is possible that the presence of charged defects will stabilize in some ceramic grains or in regions inside the ceramic grains charged domain walls. When there is aliovalent doping, for example, either a 2 þ or a 5 þ ion to replace the 4 þ ion at the B-site of the ABX 3 perovskite structure, there will be localized charge imbalance. Such charge imbalance can be compensated through A-site or X site vacancies. This created many positive and negative charged defects in the system. Because charged defects could move under internal inhomogeneous field, particularly under the polarization gradient near the domains walls, they could stabilize charged domain walls. From energy consideration, the positive and negative charge defects will bond to the negatively or positively charged domain walls, respectively. When total charge balance is achieved, the charge defects provide pinning to the domain wall motions. In most cases, charge balance may not be complete at local sites so that the charged walls become less stable and will respond to external stimuli more vigorously to produce much enhanced extrinsic contributions.
It is possible to introduce dipolar defects into the model, and it was shown that these defects can greatly affect the coercive field. 10 One can also simulate the piezoelectric properties in a multidomain system and it was found that smaller domain size will produce larger extrinsic contributions to piezoelectric effects because domain walls make the system more responsive to external field. 11 Therefore, it is expected that charged domain walls will make the system even more responsive to external stimuli due to their less stable nature.
Based on the theoretical calculated energies of charged domain walls in ferroelectric crystals, it was concluded that charged domain walls could exist. 12 to minimize the electrostatic energy, while the experimentally observed 90 domains showed that the effect of elastic strain plays a major role in determining the domain morphology in ferroelectric materials. In the literature, most previous studies were concentrated on head to tail domain configuration, HH or TT 90 domain walls have never been studied using phenomenological theory, although such domains have been observed experimentally. 9, 14 The aim of present work is to see how much defect charges are needed to stabilize the HH and TT 90 domains by incorporating the screened depolarization field and to simulate the changes of functional properties induced by the presence of such charged domain walls. As examples, we will use BaTiO 3 and PZT as model systems to demonstrate the effects of charged walls and to discuss related physical phenomena.
II. MODEL
The 3D Ginzburg-Landau free energy for ferroelectric systems has been given in Ref. 3 . If the dimension along the domain wall is considered infinite, the system may be treated ad 2-dimensional. In such 2-D system, the square to rectangle transition is analogous to the cubic to tetragonal phase transition in 3D.
The total free energy for the 2-D system is given by
The term F local is the local free-energy given by
Here, P x and P y are the polarization components along x and y directions. The coefficients a 1 , a 11 , a 111 , a 12 , and a 112 can be obtained from experimental data, which are related to linear and nonlinear dielectric permittivities. F gradient is the polarization gradient energy,
where g 1 , g 2 , and g 3 can be measured from the phonon dispersion curve of the soft mode or from directly fitting the domain wall energies.
4,15
F electromechanical is the electromechanical coupling energy, which can be written in the k-space considering the long range nature,
The above equation is obtained by eliminating the strains from the elastic free energy, subject to the elastic compatibility relations. 16 Here,
y Þ, and Q 3 P x P y ;Q 1 ,Q 2 , and Q 3 are calculated from the electrostrictive constants:
F electrostatic is the electrostatic energy due to the screened depolarization field,
where E ! d is the internal depolarization field and
When there are no free charges in the system,
The term F ch arg e represents the contribution to the free energy from the defect charges located in the TT or HH domain walls
where
In the above equation, q represents the additional positive or negative charge density put along the TT or HH domain wall, intending to stabilize charged domain walls.
The factor l represent the interaction strength. It reflects the screening effect from the space charges. Because both depolarization field produced by the bond charges and the field from the defect charges will experience the same screening effect, l appears in both Eqs. (5) and (6) .
The term F ext is given by
E x and E y are the external electric field components applied in order to study the piezoelectric properties. The dynamics of the polarization fields is governed by the relaxational master equation,
where c is a dissipation coefficient and P i represents the polarization components. For convenience of calculations, we introduce rescaled variables defined as the following: 19 . We have checked other choices of these gradient coefficients and found that their influence to the effective piezoelectric coefficient is very small. This is because the gradient coefficients determine the stable structure of the domain wall, such as their thickness and energy, but the piezoelectric properties are related to the dynamic nature of the walls, which are determined by the stability of domain walls.
III. SIMULATIONS
In order to study domain pattern formation and related electromechanical properties, the TDGL equations are discretized using the Euler scheme on a 128 Â 128 grid. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in both x* and y* directions. The space discretization steps are set as Dx Ã ¼Dy Ã ¼ 1and the time interval is set as Dt Ã ¼ 0:01. We simulated the properties of this 2-D model at T ¼ 298 K. The initial conditions are chosen according to the following procedure.
Consider a function
where the integer N represents the number of domain walls and the initial values are set by the following rules:
P x x; y ð Þ ¼ P 0 ; P y x; y ð Þ ¼ 0; for Rðx; yÞ > 0; P x x; y ð Þ ¼ 0; P y x; y ð Þ ¼ ÀP 0 ; for Rðx; yÞ > 0: (10) These initial conditions ensure that multidomain states with HH and TT domain walls oriented along [1 1] are formed as the starting point. The above initial conditions also ensure that only two of the four variants with HH and TT domain walls exist in the multidomain structure so that the system is polarized. For BaTiO 3, the length rescaling factor d ¼ 0.5 nm, this discretization corresponds to a real system of 64 nmÂ 64 nm. In this simulation, we take a charge density q* at each discretized grid in the domain wall to be a value from 1.5 to 2.0 in the increment of 0.1. We take N ¼ 2, 4, and 10, corresponding to 90 domain patterns with mean domain sizes L $ 22.6, 11.3, and 4.5 nm, respectively.
When the charge density q* is equal to 1.9 (q ¼ 0.494 cm À2 in real units) domain patterns with different N (domain wall number) are shown in Fig. 1 . We can see that the HH and TT domain structures can be stabilized by these compensational negative or positive charges in the HH or TT domain walls. Therefore, this kind of charged domain walls can exist locally in ferroelectrics when there are sufficient charge defects in the system. In the relaxor-based single-crystal system (1Àx)Pb(Mg 1/3 Nb 2/3 )O 3 ÀxPbTiO 3 (PMN-PT), these charges may be provided by the ordering of Mg 2þ or Nb 5þ , because each unit cell can generate À2 or þ1 extra-charges, respectively. Ordering of Mg 2þ ions along the walls will generate HH domain walls while ordering of Nb 5þ along the walls will stabilize TT domain configurations.
In order to investigate the electromechanical behavior, we applied an electric field along the [1 0] direction which is a polar direction. The field is applied quasi-statically, i.e., in small steps of DE ½01 ¼ 0.092 kV/cm, and we let the system relaxed for t* ¼ 100 time steps after each field increment. The piezoelectric coefficients are computed as the ratio of the strains over the applied electric field, for example, the piezoelectric coefficient d
y . We used d 33 to represent the piezoelectric coefficient along the poling direction in order to compare with the experimental values. As discussed above, our 2-D system has a direct correspondence with a 3-D system.
The calculated variation of d
½10
33 with the local charge density in the domain walls for a system with 22.6 nm domain size is listed in Table III . From the table we can see that the d ½10 33 increases drastically when charge density in the domain walls is decreased because the domain configuration become much less stable, which will result in more responsive to external field. On the other hand, excessive charges in the domain walls will pin the system so that the effective d with HH and TT domain configuration is larger than that of head to tail domain configuration when the charge density q* is lower than 1.9. Due to charge imbalance, the piezoelectric coefficient is greatly enhanced for lower q*. When the charge density q* ¼ 1.5, the piezoelectric coefficient d ½10 33 reaches 1104.1 pC/N, which is about 8 times of the value for the head to tail domain configuration.
We have also studied the influence of the size of HH and TT domains to the piezoelectric properties. The computed d
33 with different domain size is shown in Table IV with the local charge density in the two domain wall system is listed in Table V . We found that d
33 with HH and TT domain configuration is larger than that of head to tail domain configuration when the charge density q* is lower than 1.4. When the charge density q* ¼ 1.2, the piezoelectric coefficient d ½10 33 reaches as high as 1339.3 pC/N, which is about 7 times of the value for the head to tail domain configuration. This may be the reason for the large piezoelectric properties increase in PZT with only very small amount of alivalent doping.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, domain patterns and electromechanical properties of BaTiO 3 and PZT with HH and TT 90 domain walls are simulated by including the free energy due to the interaction between charge and polarization in the TDGL model with the consideration of the screened depolarization field. Although the electrostatic constrains normally prevent the HH and TT domain walls to form in ferroelectric materials, such charged domain structures can be stabilized by putting certain additional positive or negative charges in the TT or HH domain walls. Our theoretical results based on a phenomenological model explained the experimental observed functional properties produced by charged domain walls. We show that the piezoelectric properties of BaTiO 3 and PZT with charged domain walls are enhanced compared to the head to tail domain configuration and this may be the reason why the piezoelectric properties of PZT ceramic can be 
